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AN INTEGRATING IoT AND RENEWABLE 
ENERGY SOURCE 

Abstract 
The renewable energy industry is gaining momentum both in acceptance, investment in new production 
technologies, and in integration with traditional sources and distribution systems. Most problems can 
be solved through the sustainable use of renewable energy sources that monitor consumption through 
the Internet of Things (IoT). The application of global networks includes various needs in households, 
industrial production, services, education and scientific research, medicine, tourism, security sector, the 
current transition in energy network systems. Data sources for IoT technologies include databases on 
consumption, temperature, daylight, radiation, wind speed and frequency, precipitation, motion sensors, 
Internet coverage, Internet speed, system identification, location, remote controls, heat and electricity 
distribution. This paper focuses on internet technology in production, distribution, control and efficient 
energy saving, which is integrated through RES and IoT.  
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Introduction 
 
With the development of informatics and computing, people 
have been given the opportunity to control devices remotely 
and to try to arrange the environment.  
 
Renewable energy sources (RES), which include solar energy, 
wind energy, biomass, hydropower, geothermal energy ave a 
sustainable status, are closer to consumers, are not an 
expensive source and can be combined.  
 
A special advantage is that RES can control, but also predict 
quantities for efficient use of new technologies, which include 
Internet mapping, diagnostics, control, optical connection and 
transformation, sensory advance knowledge and automation in 
consumption and distribution. 
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Internet of Things 
-all smart versions of digital devices, such as 
refrigerators or washing machines that are connected to 
the Internet.  
-aaccessories or gadgets that are used with the Internet, 
such as smart watches, digital assistants such as Siri.  
-internet sensors that are installed in factory halls, in 
cars and trucks, for health care or in agriculture. 
-can communicate only with the command post, 
horizontally (in the group of the same devices), vertically 
(in the group of owners), and not if they are not 
connected to the Internet.  
 
In the pre-phase of data processing, aggregate data is 
integrated and analyzed without the need for the user to 
enter execution commands that can only be tracked. 
Many processes in production, services and 
transportation can be accelerated, shorten the phases of 
work and gain savings in energy consumption, engaged 
labor in heavy industry and safety challenges.  
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IoT consist of:  
 
1. Base stations (for cameras, temperature, humidity, meteorological data reception, etc.),  

 
2. System for transformation of data into digital form,  
 
3. Sensors for monitoring (temperature, pressure, critical processes, parameters in 
medicine, for water quality, for current volume, etc.),  
 
4. Command receivers (for creating output information in industry or households),  
 
5. Electronic devices (measuring stations, lights, washing machines, cars, power plants, 
etc.), 
 
6. Internet connections and  
 
7. Electronic data system or cloud computing.  
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Elements of IoT systems 
 
The Internet of Things is a complex and useful system that contains various  
-elements for recognition (sensors),  
-transformation (actuators),  
-communication (Gateway),  
-transmission (EDGE) and  
-data storage (Cloud).  
 
1)Sensors are used to collect data from the real world. They are located in the IoT device so that 
they can always function, while there are also those that are separate from the main device or 
these sensors are a single IoT.  
 
As an example of sensors, it is possible to mention agriculture, where sensors collect data on 
temperature, solar radiation, degree of soil moisture or exposure to pesticides.  
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2)Actuators transform the collected data using sensors. In energy, sensors and 
actuators could be devices for consuming electricity, for monitoring sunshine 
during the day or clouds, where sensors collect data on hours of solar radiation, 
wind speed, while actuators react as a warning that comes due to reduced 
radiation.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
3)The gateway serves to connect the sensor network and communicate with 
related devices on the network. All previously collected data and the processing 
process in future analyzes arose as a phase in Gateway data processing. In 
order to collect and process this data, it is digitized in the Gateway phase for the 
next steps.  
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4)EDGE IT systems enable faster transfer and greater flexibility when processing 
data. Edge enables greater security in data processing, better efficiency, because it 
is less exposed to attacks on the Internet.  
 
 
 
 
 
5)Data warehousing is important for future work, control procedures, and decision 
making. With certain additional applications, users can further communicate with 
the system, perform supervision and control, as well as make decisions thanks to 
the data they receive in real time.  
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Energy development with IoT 
 
IoT devices share data from sensors that they collect by connecting to an IoT gateway or other 
edge device where the data is sent to the cloud for local analysis.  
 
In companies - automate processes and reduce labor costs, waste and improves service 
delivery, cheaper producing and deliver goods, transparency in customer transactions.  

In manufacturing, transportation, utility organizations, 
agriculture, infrastructure, home automation industries. 
Smart cities reduce waste and energy consumption. 
 
IoT provide a wide range of applications in the energy 
sector, such as transmission and distribution, energy 
supply, electricity generation, integration of renewable 
energy sources, demand management, etc.  
 
Main areas of smart energy systems include:  
a) the use of IoT in business;  
b) the use of IoT in smart energy applications;  
c) the use of IoT in data transmission networks; and  
d) the use of IoT in electricity generation and terminal 

equipment.  
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The application of IoE (Internet of Energy) is a benefit for  producers and distributors of energy.  
 
Internet energy reduces inefficiency, making energy transfer much more productive, and it saves 
money and reduces energy waste. Consumers and end users will notice special savings, because 
they will reduce energy costs.  
 
An example of IoE technology includes the use of smart sensors that are common among 
applications for power monitoring, distributed storage, and renewable energy integration.  
 
IoT technology and smart grids make it easier to integrate charging stations for electric vehicles in 
cities and thus provide notifications of free chargers over the phone. 
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The Internet of Energy enables integrated management of 
household, business, environment and energy consumption, as 
follows:  
 
1. Connectivity via smartwatch, smartphone,  
2. Real-time monitoring of the situation,  
3. Indicators of consumption in the facility (home, work, 
environment),  
4. Remote control,  
5. Analysis of security threats,  
6. Notification only in case of problems,  
7. Intelligent problem solving.  
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In the energy sector, there are producers, consumers 
and sellers of electricity who have a surplus in their 
own consumer plant.  
 
Small generators and distributed devices are said to be 
in the microgrid, which allows them operational 
independence, reliability, easy RES integration and a 
low degree of pollution.  
 
Intelligent network devices and infrastructure enable 
Internet energy and the environment to be connected to 
the network metering infrastructure and to remotely 
manage and read consumption.  
 
Application of software in the production and 
consumption of electricity are with the integration of 
multiple renewable sources in a virtual power plant. An 
energy router is used to connect the energy, 
information and network subsystem, which "smartly" 
distributes communication flows from transformation, 
monitoring, detection to optimization of energy 
consumption. 
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Conclusion 
 
Innovative technologies in the energy industry have 
included communication channels to identify needs and 
consumption, so that the input elements of renewable 
energy sources and the Internet of Things are 
monitored.  
 
Depending on the expected consumption, the energy in 
the household will be transferred to the warehouses so 
that the users have ideal conditions in heating, room 
lighting, hot water or air conditioning.  
 
The Internet of Things and Internet of Energy are 
integrated into RES by saving energy and using the 
Internet to diagnose light, wind or humidity indicators 
that accumulate in the database for the timely response 
of the power system.  
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